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parties were in one sense completely impotent, and they knew it.
There was for them no question of any struggle for power; they
had first to struggle for a change of system, and for that change
there was no overwhelming national demand. Once revolution
had been dismissed as impractical, party life took on a distinct
aspect of unreality. No matter how great an electoral victory any
party or combination got, it could make no constitutional progress
unless it could coerce the government, and in any attempt at
coercion the issue lay with the state forces, in effect with the army
which, with the church and the landed aristocracy, formed the
pillars of the Prussian state, and so of the regime. Inevitably,
therefore, the parties lost touch not merely with political realities
but with the nation. It was certainly the correct thing in pre-war
Germany to belong to a party for social as well as political reasons,
and party members rolled up obediently at election times when an
appearance of reality was infused into party life by the chance
given to demonstrate one's opinions and were duly elated at
victory or depressed at loss. But what produced the appearance
of reality was not the fact of a struggle for power but the fact of
a struggle against Socialism or against reaction. And even that
struggle was an academic one, becoming more and more academic
as Socialism became "constitutional" and therefore respectable.
But it was all a game—"shadow fighting," as the Germans most
appropriately called it. The political life in the states was actually
more real than in that of the Reich because there there were vital
issues which the parties could affect, and in Prussia there was,
thanks to the mediaeval electoral system, a regular political issue
of the first importance. It was in Prussia and not in the Reich that
the real struggle with autocracy was carried on.
Not that the Reichstag indeed was wholly impotent; it could be
both critical and obstructive, but a course in the development of
the niceties of criticism and obstruction is no training for govern-
ment. The parties had developed a peculiar life of the lobbies
which militated against the first essential for government-
leadership. They could be useful or embarrassing to a ministry
as the case might be and they possessed, even under the existing
law, formidable means of agitation in a powerful press. Latterly,

